The #1 Exercise to
Never Do for Golf
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Introduction
One of golf’s most recognized instructors, David Leadbetter, said it simply and succinctly;
“a good swing motion results from a chain reaction of good positions”.
That’s why it’s important to understand the movement of your body and how it is
connected to your golf swing.
What if you struggle with basic body motion or have tight hips, shoulders or a restricted
spine? What if you lack stamina or endurance and have trouble repeating good swing
motion for a solid 18 holes? Each of these things interrupts a good swing motion and also
has a negative chain reaction effect.
Experience in working with players around the world and from all handicap levels has
shown me that players still struggle with the mind, body, swing connection. While golf
instruction and mental game experts have offered high quality instruction on television,
the internet and in magazines, there still remains a gap in the golf market for high
quality physical game training.
The goal of any golf exercise program should teach you how to move, how to get
stronger, how to get more flexible and what to pay attention to while training for golf.
How you move your body without a golf club in your hands is important. How you train
your body to prepare for the demands of the golf swing is critical.
Let’s take a look at exercises that offer no clear benefit to your game yet place you at
risk for an injury. Let’s also explore some of the best exercises you should be doing for
golf.
To your health, fitness and better golf! Enjoy!
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The #1 Exercise to Never Do for Golf

This is an exercise called Lat pull downs behind the neck. They are potentially
dangerous as well as unnecessary for any golf fitness program. Let’s take a look at this
from a biomechanical point of view. The primary reason that this exercise is potentially
dangerous is that it places the shoulder at a severe biomechanical disadvantage.
The end range of upper extremity external rotation and abduction places increased
stress on the inferior glenohumeral ligament. Add resistance and repetitions and you
place one of the primary stabilizers of the joint at risk.
In addition, many of those who use this exercise have a tendency to pull the bar down
ballistically which has the very real possibility of causing trauma to the cervical spine by
impact of the bar on the spinous process.
To do the behind-the-neck pulldown as normally instructed, you must externally rotate
your shoulders as much as possible. This is a very delicate position for your shoulders.
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The supporting muscles of the shoulders (known as the rotator cuff) are not in a good
position to stabilize the joint and injury to those supporting muscles can result, which
can lead to further injury in the connective tissue of the joint.

On top of that, since most people do not have enough shoulder flexibility to get a
straight line of pull behind the neck, they must bend their neck forward to even do the
movement. This can result in neck strain on top of shoulder strain.
Best Alternative Exercises
There are several alternative exercises to the behind the neck barbell press that will
work similar muscles and give you the same strength gains without posing risk to your
shoulder joints.
The front press is performed in a similar fashion but with the bar in front of your neck.
You can also try the dumbbell shoulder press, which allows for a more personalized
range of motion of the shoulders.
Bent-over lateral raises and upright rows will target the posterior fibers of the deltoids
while also giving your upper back a great workout.
By now you’re probably wondering what a good golf exercise program should look like.
Let us show you!
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New Rules of Training for Golf
Specific to golf
Get rid of the traditional gym machines which focus on isolating specific muscle groups
and require no stabilization work by additional muscle groups. Integrate some old and
new fitness tools which allow you to move your body in a more functional setting. These
include Cable machines, fitness balls, medicine balls, balance disks, traditional
dumbbells and don’t forget about the power of using your own bodyweight.
Increase Core Stability
More efficient movement creates more efficient
power. Golfers maintain an athletic posture over
long periods of time and require both trunk and
core stabilization and endurance. By increasing
your strength and endurance in the core region
of your body, you provide both a solid base of
support for rotation in addition to the proper
transfer of power throughout the body.
Protect from Injury
Learning how to properly engage the core muscles provides a platform of stability and
level of protection from injury. In order to keep your body from breaking down and
affecting your golf swing, exercises aimed at restoring muscular balance should be a
natural part of program design. As you continue to build foundational strength, you also
improve your resistance to fatigue.
Vary your Planes of Motion during Exercise
A golf fitness program will have varying planes of motion as part of your weekly strength
routine. Planes of movement include front to back motions, left to right and rotational
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exercises. Some good examples include multi-directional lunges and medicine ball
wood chops.
Progress from Simple to Complex
Begin your exercise program by
mastering the simplest forms of
exercises first. Progress your golf
training design to increase in complexity
as your body grows and develops and as
you learn proper stabilization of your
core region. An example of progression
for the legs may be to perform two leg
ball squats prior to performing the one
leg version.
Progressive Resistance
Strength should be developed in a progressive manner. In order to get stronger, one
needs to progressively add resistance over time relative to previous workouts. Strength
gains are made slowly, but consistently and you will see the difference in your game in
no time. In the absence of progress with your program, you’re limiting your potential.
Progression also involves varying your speeds of movement as your body becomes
more adapted to each exercise.
Focus on Quality Time, not Quantity
Time spent in the gym has little to do with the quality of your workouts. Always favor a
high quality, lower investment time over a lengthy routine with poor quality. A solid 20 to
45 minute workout is all it takes to produce a golf body capable of championship
performance.
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Integrate Multiple Elements into Each Exercise
Each weekly workout should address all of the important elements for golf including
flexibility, core development, balance, strength and power. Integrated training
techniques will develop your skills in each of these areas and produce a whole new
level of play.
Examples of integration include a 5 minute dynamic warm up, roughly 30 minute
strength routine, followed by 5 to 10 minutes of stretches. Each workout can be broken
down into strength development for several weeks, core stabilization for several weeks,
and power development as you move into peak season.
Many of the top touring professionals
know that winning on the tour today
takes much more than a great game
of golf. It means understanding every
aspect of their physical and mental
being and what factors influence their
performance.
Before any golfer, pro or otherwise, picks up a club, they look at the capability of their
body versus the requirements of the swing. Utilize these top 8 tips to create a golf
specific program that brings out the best in you and the best in your golf game.
Now, let’s take a look at how some of our favorite professional golfers have prepared
their bodies for the demands of the game over time.
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Power Up Your Core

Rory McIlroy did not have a history of working out when we began his
career in professional golf. He was considered a ‘classic skinny-soft golfer’ with some
natural ability. But, back in 2010, he realized he could see more benefit to his game by
producing more power through fitness. Like many golfers, he had right and left side
decrepancies. His right side was more dominant with his left side far weaker. He began
with a lot of single leg and arm work which helped create more balance in his body.
With a 5’10 frame and 160 lbs., he now regularly drives more than the 300 yards. Here’s
a peek into one of his workouts.
•
•

Standing Bird Dog (for
mobility)
Arm Circles (to warm up
shoulder joints)

•

Exercise Bike (general
warm up)

•

Dynamic Stretch (for
posterior chain)

•
•

Hex Bar Deadlift
Box Jump

•

Swiss
Ball Dumbbell Pullover

•

Pushup to Hand Walk to
Renegade Row
Kneeling Swiss Ball Core
Rotation and Chest Pass Drill

•
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Fuel Like a Champion

One of the PGA Tour’s longest drivers with an average over 300 yards
(306 yds. to be exact), Bubba Watson has some unique and unconventional ways to
practice. He is most known for never having had a golf lesson, yet managing to be a
victor in 12 PGA tour wins including two victories at the Masters.
Off Course Strategies

“Fitness has made me a better
player. Made me more sound and
in tune with my body. I have more
energy coming down the back
nine…”

Several years ago, Bubba realized he had more
to give the game of golf, but it was time to get
more serious about his fitness and nutrition. He
was a self proclaimed food lover having admitted
to eating a piece of chocolate cake every night
Bubba Watson
when he dined at restaurants. He finally gave up
his bugers and fries and replaced them with
protein powder, coconut water, salads and superfoods to lose 30 lbs. and start playing
more often in contention for big wins on tour.
He also set aside 45 to 60 minutes, 6 days a week for exercise. At 6’3” and over 200
lbs., he paired down to just under 180 lbs. He also got rid of regular bouts with
heartburn by replacing all of the fast food he was eating with a clean and healthy diet.
Bubba Watson’s Regular Diet
•

Follows a strict low glycemic diet to manage his blood sugar levels

•

Eats a healthy protein, heart healthy oil, and whole grain for breakfast
Bubba’s Typical Game Day Breakfast
▪

High Fiber cereal (one bowl)

▪

Yogurt

▪

English muffin with peanut butter
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Stay Limber Like Snead

Sam Snead left us in 2002, but his legend and what he did for golf will live on forever.
With a record 82 wins, he was long known for his smooth, rhythmic swing and ‘one of
the most fluid motions ever to grace a golf course.” Although he won 7 majors and set
many records, his greatest regret was never winning the U.S. Open.
Many regarded him as the undisputed champion of ageless golf. While it is widely
known that with age comes a loss in flexibility, Sam was one of the most flexible golfer’s
who ever played the game. And, not just compared to the old guys either. His flexibility
was more impressive than many golfer’s less than half his age.
Snead had a record 17 wins
after the age of 40. It was
eventually broken by Vijay
Singh in 2007 with this win at
the Mercedes Benz
Championship.
“Slamming Sammy” was 5’10”
and 180 lbs. and could kick the
top of a 7 foot doorway while in
his 70’s. His flexibility was a
true gift. ‘When I swing the golf
club right, my mind is blank
and my body is loose as a
goose.”

Photo credit: https://www.golfdigest.com/story/its-time-to-remember-sam-snead
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Maintain a Body for Golf
(Year Round)

Young or old, large or small, tall or short…fitness plays a vital role in your ability to play
your best golf. Whether it is to protect yourself from injury so you can play the game
a little longer or produce faster ball speed to hit longer drives, the common thread is
keeping your body ‘golf ready’. We all have different strength and flexibility along with
individual talents that make our golf experience a unique one.
If you lead an inactive lifestyle
with the exception of golf, you
can start with some very simple
leg swings and arm circles to
get your body moving again. If
you’re more active, but don’t
know what to do, the best place
to start is by using a program
like Body for Golf.
Remember to always warm up
prior to a round. This can
include a few stretches and your
normal practice routine. It
doesn’t have to be formal or
fancy, just effective and get your
body ready for the task ahead.
If you want to play golf to the
best of your true ability, get
started today with a Body for
Golf.
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